Ogden Utah Residents Advised To Book Dryer
Vent Cleaning Services ASAP
October 15, 2019
All Clean Air Duct Cleaning, a company based in Centerville, Utah, has announced that residents of
Ogden and nearby areas should book the company’s dryer vent cleaning services as early as
possible because they are expected to be busy very soon because of the high demand for their air
duct cleaning services as the colder season approaches. They also would like to remind people that
trying to clean the lint by themselves after using the clothes dryer will usually not be sufficient to
ensure that all of the lint have been removed. This is because there are various crevices where the
lint can accumulate, decreasing the dryer’s efficiency and increasing the risk of a household fire.
Daryl Olsen, owner of All Clean Air Duct Cleaning, says, “Finding the right professionals to examine,
maintain and clean your dryer vents will help you save money in the long run. Your dryer will perform
optimally every single time, achieving maximum efficiency and drying your clothes in a safe manner.”
He continues, “We service customers in the northern Utah regions (Ogden, Salt Lake City, Provo and
the surrounding areas). We give our clients access to comprehensive solutions with no limit on the
number of main lines and trunk lines. Attention to detail and personalization of the services provided
to our clients rank among our main priorities.”
First of all, professional dryer vent cleaning offers the advantage of boosting a home’s fire safety. It
should be noted that almost 15,500 dryer fires occur in the US every year. These fires result into
more than 430 injuries and 34 deaths annually.
Second, regular cleaning of the dryer vent will also allow people to have more efficient clothes dryers
that in turn results into lower utility expenses. This is because dryer vents that are clogged by lint and
dust can increase the amount of time it would take for the clothes to be dried properly, resulting into
higher electric bills.
Third, dryer vent cleaning can prevent mold formation in the clothes dryer. If there are blockages in
the dryer vent, moisture will also accumulate inside, offering an ideal place for mold to grow. And
finally, regular dryer vent cleaning will increase the lifespan of both the clothes and the dryer. If the
vent is clogged, clothes are exposed to excessive heat, which can damage the fibers, particularly for
delicate fabrics like silk. And because the dryer has to work much harder if the vent is clogged, it will
age faster, increasing the chances of a breakdown.

Daryl Olsen advises people to be on the lookout for signs that their dryer vent needs cleaning. First,
they may notice that their clothes are taking an unusually long time to dry. This is because if the vent
is clogged, the dryer will be less efficient in drying the clothes. It might even be the case that the
clothes are only partially dry. Another indication is that the clothes seem to be much hotter than
before at the end of the drying cycle. Also, people may notice a burnt smell or a stale smell coming
from the clothes dryer. Also, people may feel that the laundry room seems to be unusually humid.
And finally, the hood flap of the vent may no longer be fully opened because of the blockage.
Another important service provided by the company is air duct cleaning. This is an important service
that people need to book as soon as possible to ensure that the home’s heating system will be
functioning properly during the winter season. This will ensure that the heating system will be working
efficiently, resulting in lower electric bills. Also, dust, dirt, pet hair, pollen, and other debris can
accumulate in the air ducts and these have to be removed or else these contaminants will just keep
on circulating around the home, putting residents at risk of health problems.
Those who would like to know more about the Ogden Utah dryer vent cleaning services from All
Clean Air Duct Cleaning can take a look at their website or contact them through the telephone or via
email.
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